
The Global Positioning System ( GPS )

The Global Positioning system is a collection of 24 satellites which orbit the
earth twice per day at a height of 11,500 miles. It was developed by the Americans
in 1983 for use by the military as a very accurate way of determining a location
anywhere on the surface of the earth and it played a very prominent part in the
various conflicts which were ongoing at the time. Although developed for use as a
military system the americans allowed its use by civilians from the outset
( although the accuracy of the location information was deliberately downgraded
until the year 2,000 by a procedure called “selective availability” )

Each GPS satellite contains several very accurate atomic clocks and it
transmits a continuous stream of information containing the position of the satellite
plus the exact time. A handheld GPS receiver also contains an accurate clock ( but
not quite atomic) and it uses this clock to work out the time delay of the positioning
information received from the satellite. It then calculates its distance from the
satellite and when it receives three or more positions from other satellites it uses a
system similar to triangulation to work out its accurate position on the earth.

It must be stated that a gps device is NOT meant to be a substitute for a map
and compass, it can however become an essential safety aid especially in times of
poor visibility.

The initials GPS are often used as a generalisation to mean a GPS Receiver
rather than the satellite system itself, these devices come in many shapes or forms.

When planning the content of this web entry it struck me that I have been
using GPS receivers in one form or another for something like 18 years and a
description of each of my instruments along with my experiences in using them
may prove to be of some interest. Whether you wish to go the “GPS route” is
entirely your own decision.



1986

My first receiver purchased shortly after the introduction of
GPS was a Garmin GPS 38. This had a small black and white
screen and used 4 replaceable AA batteries. Navigation was
carried out by the user programming in the grid references for
a number of “waypoints” which represented each point in the
route where the path changed direction significantly.
Navigation consisted of walking on a series of bearings given
by the GPS telling the distance away and direction of the next
waypoint on a route. Directions were also shown by an
electronic compass.
This instrument performed well and had a good battery life
although the insertion of all of those grid references was very
laborious.

I sold this instrument after about three years of use and it apparently ended its
days rather abruptly by being run over by a Volvo after falling from the roof of the
new owners car. ( Always tie it on to yourself while out walking !!!!)

1999
The introduction of a navigator with 12 separate receivers inside
rather than just one, resulted in my purchase of a “Garmin GPS
12” . This performed in a similar fashion to the previous gps but
it was notably better at keeping track on the satellites. As in the
GPS38 the waypoints were displayed on the screen as was the
track.

The laborious method of programming in the waypoints was
getting to be a bit of a chore so I started to investigate the use of a “PDA”
( Personal Digital Assistant ) which could be made to display maps to create a
Moving Map Display. ( Like a modern GPS receiver)



2003

A Palm M515 was bought from Ebay and it was wired to a small
GPS receiver module carried in my haversack. Explorer maps
were needed to be programmed into the device and these were
created by scanning the paper map. Calibration of the map with
the grid references for the four corners meant that I now had my
moving map display (long before commercial units were
available.)

Battery life on this unit was again excellent because it was still only black and
white, but I found that due to the need for a cable connection to the external gps
receiver the reliability suffered. On one occasion in the Lakes one of my soldered
joints broke off inside the socket. This is the one and only time that any GPS
receiver has let me down .

       Various PDAs with colour screens were purchased over the following years but
although the setup with an external gps was now reliable, it was obvious that a
device with a built in GPS chip would be the ideal. A dedicated GPS receiver would
also be more rugged and possibly “showerproof”

2009

The introduction of the “ACTIVE 10” by a company called
Satmap in 2009 solved the problem with the external wiring and
the unit that I bought performed beautifully for over four years.
The downside to this type of navigator is the cost ( £350 +
maps ). The company along with all similar companies takes
“licensed” maps from ordnance survey and sells them ( in this
case ) on a memory card at a high price.
The battery life on this GPS receiver was superb and I found it a
very good unit, but it finally had to go as soon as I saw the
superb new HD maps being offered by Ordnance survey



2013/2014

The ordnance survey, almost un-announced started selling High Definition versions
of its electronic mapping, the price of the maps although still high started to drop
and various companies ( notably Anquet and Memory-Map ) were offering a single
map in electronic form covering the whole of UK. These two companies were also
offering “apps” which, in this age of tablets and smartphones made it possible to
utilise OS 1:25,000 HD explorer maps in electronic form at a reasonable price
( £240 ). Smaller sections of the map are available for about £10 ( for a map the size
of the Biddulph map. ) These maps can be made to run on cheap tablets and smart
phones meaning that a complete navigator package can now be created for a
reasonable price.

I bought a 7” tablet ( Hudl ) and fitted Anquet maps but I found the Hudl a little
bit large so I later purchased maps from Memory-Map ( because I preferred their
app for the computer ) and installed them on my Nexus 5 mobile phone.
This systems naturally is not as robust as was the Active 10 but it work nicely.
Naturally I keep the phone in a waterproof enclosure tied to a belt-loop on my
walking trousers. ( it never goes on the car roof while it picks up the satellites )
Care must be taken with both of these devices to prevent undue battery drain when
in use.



2019

      Earlier this year I read that the worlds first mobile phone to support a dual GPS ( to improve Gps
reliability under tree-cover) Chip had been announced by a Chinese company named Xiaomi I
purchased an M8 phone immediately. ( I just had to have one ) !!

          I have been using software from both Memory-Map and Anquet for the past few years and the
“streaming” subscription for 1:25,000 HD maps from Anquet has finally won the battle.

         I have renewed the Anquet annual subscription for another year for ( £24 ) which gives me
constantly updated high definition OS mapping. I am perfectly happy with this set up which I
anticipate  should last some time.


